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Abstract— With the advances of Software-Defined Networks
(SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV), Service
Function Chain (SFC) has been becoming a popular paradigm to
carry and complete network services. Such new computing and
networking paradigm enables Virtual Network Functions (VNFs)
to be placed in software entities/virtual machines over a network
of physical equipments in elastic and flexible way with low
capital and operation expenses. VNFs are chained together to
steer traffic as needed. However, most of the existing traffic
steering and routing path computation algorithms for SFC
are complex, unscalable, and low time-efficiency. In this paper,
we study the VNF Selection and Chaining Problem (VNF-SCP)
in SDN/NFV-enabled networks. We formulate VNF-SCP as a
Binary Integer Programming (BIP) model in order to compute
routing path for each SFC Request (SFCR) with the minimum
end-to-end delay. Then, a novel Deep Learning-based Two-Phase
Algorithm (DL-TPA) is introduced, where VNF selection network
and VNF chaining network are designed to achieve intelligent and
efficient VNF selection and chaining for SFCRs. Performance
evaluation shows that DL-TPA can achieve high prediction
accuracy and time efficiency of routing path computation, and
the overall network performance can be improved significantly.

Index Terms— Software-defined networks, network function
virtualization, VNF selection and chaining, routing path com-
putation, deep learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

NETWORK Functions (NFs) can be ubiquitously placed
in enterprise networks to provide various services and

enhance the performance, security and manageability [1], [2].
Traditional NFs for firewall, deep package inspection, intru-
sion detection, load balance, wide area network acceleration,
and so on are mostly carried by specific physical equipments.
Due to this tight coupling, Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
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have to spend expensive Capital Expense (CAPEX) to
continuously purchase new physical equipments to satisfy
increasing performance demands of users [3]. In addition, it is
difficult for ISPs to timely configure, manage and optimize
these NFs, which usually leads to long update cycle of network
service and high Operation Expenses (OPEX) [4], [5].

Software-Defined Networks (SDN) and Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) have emerged as a promising way to
address the above mentioned limitations. SDN is a new
networking paradigm which can separate control plane from
data plane and conduct centralized management via SDN
controllers [6], [7]. Meanwhile, NFV technology can decouple
NFs from specific physical equipments based on virtualization
technology and dynamically place Virtual Network Func-
tions (VNFs) in appropriate locations of the network to provide
specific services for users [8]. VNFs are realized in software
and running on Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) devices,
which can be managed by SDN controllers. Compared with
traditional NFs carried by specific physical equipments, VNFs
have strong potential in significantly reducing OPEX/CAPEX
and enhancing service flexibility [2], [9].

Based on SDN/NFV technologies, Service Function Chain
(SFC), standardized by Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF), defines a set of ordered or partially ordered VNFs, and
for an SFC Request (SFCR), the traffic needs to be steered
to traverse a sequence of specified VNFs in a predefined
order [10], [11]. With the optimal VNF selection and chaining
strategies, the performance and cost-effectiveness of SFC
services can be improved [12]. For example, in Fig. 1, there
are five types of VNFs in SDN/NFV-enabled networks and
each type of VNF has multiple instances placed in different
network locations. The parameters VNF1

a, VNF2
a and VNF3

a

respectively represent the first, second and third VNF instances
of VNFa. An SFCR starting from the ingress node A needs
to sequentially traverse the instances of VNFa, VNFc, VNFb,
and VNFd before reaching the egress node J. However, there
usually exist many paths (e.g., the dotted lines with different
colors in Fig. 1) that can satisfy the predefined order of VNFs
about this SFCR. Therefore, it is challenging to design optimal
VNF selection and chaining strategies to steer the traffic of
SFCRs.

Furthermore, SDN controllers conduct centralized path
management for all OpenFlow switches, so they are easy to
become a single bottleneck of performance. Therefore, based
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Fig. 1. VNF selection and chaining for SFCRs with deep learning technology
in SDN/NFV-enabled networks.

on the basic SDN architecture, the functionality enhancement
is not supposed to introduce unbearable overhead. However,
in order to get the optimal strategies to steer the traffic of
SFCRs, the existing rule-based routing algorithms developed
for SDN controllers usually realize traffic path management
based on massive iteration and computation, which incurs high
computation overhead and low time-efficiency [13]. Thus, for
SFCRs, ISPs should re-consider to introduce new routing path
computation algorithms with low computational complexity
and high time-efficiency so as to cope with tremendously
increasing traffic.

Meanwhile, witnessing the breakthrough and significant
performance gains, deep learning has obtained remarkable
achievements in various domains, such as computer vision,
natural language processing, self-driving and strategic game
playing [14], [15]. As the traffic path management is related
to network conditions, the hidden rules behind the routing
path computation should be deeply mined to speed up the
optimal path problem solving during traffic steering. Fortu-
nately, due to powerful learning capacity and performance
optimization in software and hardware [15], deep learning can
efficiently discover and characterize the structural features of
complex problems. Given large scale of training data and the
objective of fine-grained feature extraction and classification,
deep learning is more suitable than conventional machine
learning algorithms to realize routing path computation for
SFCRs [16], [17]. Additionally, based on deep learning, many
network-related factors, parameters and metrics can be con-
sidered to design a fine-grained routing path computation
strategy for SFCRs in a more intelligent and autonomous
manner. Therefore, by introducing deep learning, it is hope-
ful to integrate intelligence with the network technology to
avoid massive iteration and computation to conduct intelligent
routing path computation, which would likely outperform
traditional rule-based routing algorithms [18], [19].

As shown in Fig. 1, SDN and deep learning technologies are
integrated to realize intelligent routing path computation for
SFCRs. The network condition data can be timely collected
by SDN controller and be used to train deep models. Then,
the optimal strategies can be produced from deep models,
thereby achieving efficient network management.

In this paper, we study the VNF Selection and
Chaining Problem (VNF-SCP). As the network load in
SDN/NFV-enabled networks changes dynamically, the routing
strategies should be dynamically optimized according to real
time network load to avoid bottlenecks and enhance the QoS
of network and the QoE of users [6], [7]. By introducing deep
learning to address VNF-SCP, the key technical problem is
how to make the optimal VNF selection and chaining strategies
for SFCRs with high time efficiency and low computation
complexity. To solve VNF-SCP, we firstly formulate it as a
Binary Integer Programming (BIP) model aiming to minimize
the end-to-end delay for each SFCR. Then, we propose a
novel Deep Learning-based Two-Phase Algorithm (DL-TPA)
to solve this problem. The deep models of DL-TPA are
constructed based on Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) and can
achieve routing path computation for SFCRs in batches, which
consists of two parts, respectively named as VNF selection
network and VNF chaining network. Both supervised and
unsupervised learning algorithms are used to train these deep
models, where the training data are generated by running
an optimal algorithm. The running process has two phases:
1) select the optimal VNF instances in VNF selection network;
2) use the VNF chaining network to concatenate the selected
VNF instances and construct complete routing paths of SFCRs
to satisfy predefined orders and constraints. The contributions
of our work are listed below:

• We give a detailed analysis on VNF Selection and Chain-
ing Problem (VNF-SCP) in SDN/NFV-enabled networks
and formulate it as a BIP model aiming to minimize the
end-to-end delay for each SFCR.

• We propose a deep learning-based two-phase VNF selec-
tion and chaining algorithm, DL-TPA, to solve this
problem. In DL-TPA, based on available resources and
different SFCRs, we generate training data by solving
the BIP model with an optimal algorithm [20], [21].
We design two types of DBN networks, named as
VNF selection network and VNF chaining network,
and train them to solve VNF-SCP in two phases. Fur-
thermore, given the relationship of SFCRs and net-
work topology, we reduce the computation complexity
of output layers of VNF selection network and VNF
chaining network with the optimization of solution space
size.

• We conduct a theoretical analysis on the effectiveness of
DL-TPA and further construct a Tensorflow-based [22]
simulation environment to verify the efficiency of our
scheme.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
reviews the related works and introduces the technical
background of DBN. We formulate VNF-SCP in Section III,
then propose our DL-TPA algorithm in Section IV. The
effectiveness of DL-TPA is analyzed and compared with
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existing approaches in Section V. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS AND TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

A. Related Works

In recent years, traffic steering and routing path computation
problem for SFCRs has become a hot issue in academia,
and various solutions have been proposed [13], [20], [21],
[23]–[28]. Considering the resource consumptions on links and
nodes in distributed cloud environments, Mechtri et al. [13]
proposed a novel eigendecomposition based approach to
address the placement and chaining problems for SFCs.
Yu et al. [20] and Dwaraki Wolf [21], respectively, proposed
to compute routing paths by concatenating specified VNF
instances in predefined orders with graph layering approaches.
Jiao et al. [23] considered the VNF selection and traffic steer-
ing problem for SFC and formulated it as an Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) model, where the objective is to max-
imize the network throughput in SDN/NFV-enabled environ-
ment. Huang et al. [24], [25] leveraged markov approximation
technique to maximize the profit and cost-efficient utility.
Cheng et al. [26] studied service chain instantiation problem
and proposed a simulated annealing algorithm to get the
optimal solution. Pei et al. [27] proposed to construct routing
paths for SFCRs and achieved load balancing by considering
multi-resource constraints and flow features. Furthermore,
the commercial SDN controller, opendaylight, has supported
four SFC scheduling algorithms including Random, Round
Robin, Load Balance and Shortest Path [28]. However, all
these mentioned solutions are rule-based and cannot achieve
intelligent traffic steering for SFCRs, which usually incurs
complex strategy design and low time-efficiency in routing
path computation.

Faced with tremendous growth of network traffic and the
declining profits of ISPs, deep learning technology appears to
be a viable approach for efficient routing path computation
with intelligent traffic management [12]. Mao et al. [16] pro-
posed a deep learning architecture to achieve efficient routing
path computation for high-speed core network. Kato et al. [19]
presented a DBN based deep learning system and applied it to
improve heterogeneous network traffic control. In order to sim-
plify the design of routing strategies when considering expo-
nentially increased traffic, Mao et al. [29] further proposed
a tensor-based deep belief architecture to achieve fine-grained
network traffic control. In our previous work [30], we proposed
a hop-by-hop approach based on DBN to compute routing
paths for SFCRs, but the number of deep models needed to be
trained is proportional to the square of the number of switches
and routers, which leads to flexibility and scalability problem
in large-scale networks.

For the utilization of deep learning in routing path compu-
tation and traffic management, literatures [16], [19] and [29]
also encounter the flexibility and scalability problems as
that in [30]. Besides, they only consider the traffic routing
problem in SDNs or conventional IP networks, which cannot
fulfill the traffic steering and routing path computation for
SFCRs in SDN/NFV-enabled environment. Different from the

Fig. 2. Structure of DBN.

approaches mentioned above, our proposed scheme, DL-TPA,
is a two-phase VNF selection and chaining algorithm based
on deep learning technology. In DL-TPA, the VNF selection
network and VNF chaining network are designed to compute
the routing paths of SFCRs. The number of models needed
to be trained in VNF selection network is proportional to the
number of types of SFC services. And VNF chaining network
only includes one deep model. Therefore, the DL-TPA is not
sensitive to network scale, which makes DL-TPA efficiently
overcome the flexibility and scalability problems encountered
in literatures [16], [19], [29], [30]. In addition, the solution
space optimization is also considered in VNF selection net-
work and VNF chaining network to reduce the computation
complexity, making DL-TPA achieve efficient routing path
computation of SFCRs in large-scale networks.

B. Deep Belief Network (DBN)

Among all deep learning models, DBN proposed by Hinton
is regraded as the most common and effective approach to
efficiently extract and learn the features from data. DBN
consists of many layers of hidden causal variables, which is
equivalent to a stacked Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM)
model with a regression layer on the top [31]. Fig. 2 depicts
the structure of DBN. The training process of DBN can be
divided into two steps: 1) train RBMs with a fast greedy
layer-wise unsupervised learning algorithm; 2) use training
data to fine-tune the whole network with back-propagation
algorithm [32]. Here, the first step aims to initialize parame-
ters, which is helpful for the convergence of the fine-tuning
process, and the second step aims to further optimize the
parameters to fit training data.

An RBM can be described by a two-layer network. For an
RBM shown in the upper box of Fig. 3, it consists of a visible
layer v and a hidden layer h. We use vi and hj to represent the
ith and jth neurons of v and h, respectively. The parameter set
of an RBM is denoted as θ = (w, a, b), where wji represents
the weight between vi and hj . The biases of vi and hj are
denoted as ai and bj , respectively. In addition, a log-likelihood
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Fig. 3. Structure of RBM and CD Method.

function in Eq. (1) is used to model the training process of
an RBM, where x stands for the labeled input data and its
probability is represented as P (v|θ):

L(θ) =
�
x

logP (v|θ). (1)

When training RBM, the objective is to maximize the
log-likelihood function and obtain the optimal parameter θ∗

as:

θ∗ = arg max
θ

L(θ) = argmax
θ

�
x

logP (v|θ). (2)

In a binary RBM (the value of a neuron is 0 or 1), as there
are no direct connections between neurons in the same layer,
the conditional probability distributions that hj and vi are
activated can be easily computed using Eq. (3) and Eq. (4),
respectively, where sigm(·) stands for a sigmoid activation
function. The parameters Nv and Nh represent the numbers
of neurons of v and h.

P (hj = 1|v) = sigm

�
Nv�
i=1

wjivi + bj

�
, (3)

P (vi = 1|h) = sigm

⎛⎝Nh�
j=1

wjihj + ai

⎞⎠ . (4)

Once the states of visible neurons are fixed, the hidden
neurons can be computed with Eq. (3). Similarly, after fixing
the states of hidden neurons, we can compute the visible
neurons with Eq. (4) as well. Here, the Contrastive Diver-
gence (CD) method [31], [33] is used to complete these steps
which optimize the parameters of an RBM. We depict the
states of an RBM before and after reconstruction with CD
method in the lower box of Fig. 3. The parameters v0, h0

and v1, h1 represent the visible layer and hidden layer of
an RBM before and after reconstruction, respectively. In CD
method, we first get v0 by inputting training data into visible
layer, then compute hidden layer h0 based on Eq. (3). After
that, according to hidden layer h0, we can reconstruct visible
layer v1 according to Eq. (4), then reconstruct hidden layer h1

based on Eq. (3). We use v0i, h0j and v1i, h1j to indicate the
ith and jth neurons of v0, h0 and v1, h1, respectively. The
parameters of an RBM with CD method can be updated using
Eqs. (5)-(7). Here, Nx denotes the total number of training
data items. The parameter ηrbm represents the learning rate of
training RBMs. P (h0j = 1|v0) and P (h1j = 1|v1) represent
the possibilities that h0j equals 1 and h1j equals 1 according
to v0 and v1, respectively.

ai = ai +
ηrbm

Nx
(v0i − v1i), (5)

bj = bj +
ηrbm

Nx
[P (h0j = 1|v0)− P (h1j = 1|v1)], (6)

wji = wji+
ηrbm

Nx
[P (h0j =1|v0)v0i−P (h1j =1|v1)v1i]. (7)

As stated before, there are two steps to train DBN including
unsupervised learning and supervised fine-tuning processes.
In unsupervised learning process, first, we train one RBM
each time from left to right in Fig. 2 with the steps stated
above. If the training process of an RBM is finished, its hidden
layer will be used as the visible layer of next RBM. And we
repeat the training process until all the RBMs of DBN have
been trained. In the supervised fine-tuning process, we treat
the DBN as a neural network, and we input the training data
into DBN and get the output. By comparing the output of
DBN with the corresponding labels, we can get the error and
run the back-propagation algorithm to adjust the parameters
of the whole network.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

In this paper, the physical network is considered as an
undirected graph, G = (V , E). We use u, v ∈ V to represent
two physical nodes, and uv ∈ E represents a physical link.
There are a series of VNF instances placed in the network
andM stands for the set of all VNF instances. The bandwidth
capacity of link uv ∈ E is denoted as Cbw

uv . We denote Cmem
u

as the memory capacity of u ∈ V , and Ccpu
m indicates the

CPU capacity that the VNF instance m ∈ M can apply
from the corresponding node. The available resource ratios
of link uv ∈ E , node u ∈ V , and VNF instance m ∈ M
are symbolized as rbw

uv , rmem
u and rcpu

m , respectively. All the
symbols and variables of this section are listed in Table I.

As shown in Fig. 1, each SFCR consists of an ingress node,
an egress node and a sequence of VNF requests. We use a
directed service function graph, Ḡf = (V̄f , Ēf ), to represent
SFCRf . In Ḡf , ū, v̄ ∈ V̄f stand for two nodes and ūv̄ ∈ Ēf
represents the link between nodes ū and v̄. We use Sf and
Tf to represent the ingress and egress nodes of SFCRf . For
SFCRs, they need to consume network resources (e.g., band-
width, memory, CPU, etc) to be served in the network [5].
We define Ψbw

f as the bandwidth consumption of SFCRf .
Ψmem

f and Ψcpu
f are used to represent the consumptions of

memory and CPU of SFCRf . When dealing with SFCRf ,
du, duv , and dm denote the delays suffered in u ∈ V , uv ∈ E
and m ∈ M, respectively. The maximum tolerable delay of
SFCRf is symbolized as Ψtd

f .
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TABLE I

SYMBOLS AND VARIABLES OF BIP MODEL

B. BIP Model

In this subsection, we formulate the VNF-SCP as a BIP
model in detail.

To serve SFCRf , the available resources in uv ∈ E , u ∈ V
and m ∈M should be sufficient as:�

ūv̄∈Ēf

Ψbw
f zūv̄

f,uv ≤ rbw
uv Cbw

uv , ∀uv ∈ E , (8)

�
ūv̄∈Ēf

Ψmem
f zūv̄

f,u ≤ rmem
u Cmem

u , ∀u ∈ V , (9)

�
ū∈V̄f

Ψcpu
f zū

f,m ≤ rcpu
m Ccpu

m , ∀m ∈M. (10)

Here, the binary variables zūv̄
f,u and zūv̄

f,uv are used to indicate
whether ūv̄ ∈ Ēf traverses node u ∈ V and link uv ∈ E ,
respectively. The variables zūv̄

f,u and zūv̄
f,uv equal 1, if ūv̄ ∈ Ēf

traverses the node u ∈ V and link uv ∈ E , and 0 other-
wise. Also, binary variable zū

f,m is used to indicate whether
ū ∈ V̄f is served by VNF instance m ∈ M. zū

f,m equals 1,
if ū ∈ V̄f is served by VNF instance m ∈ M, and 0
otherwise.

As shown in Eq. (11), the total end-to-end delay which
consists of the delay of links, nodes and VNF instances in
a path cannot exceed the maximum tolerable delay of SFCRf :�

uv∈E

�
ūv̄∈Ēf

duvzūv̄
f,uv +

�
u∈V

�
ūv̄∈Ēf

duzūv̄
f,u

+
�

m∈M

�
ū∈V̄f

dmzū
f,m ≤ Ψtd

f . (11)

Eq. (12) ensures that we can get a consecutive path of
SFCRf by mapping the service function graph to physical
network:

�
v∈V

�
ūv̄∈Ēf

	
zūv̄

f,uv − zūv̄
f,vu



=

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1, u = Sf ,

−1, u = Tf ,

0, otherwise.

(12)

In Eq. (13), if a link uv ∈ E is selected, both its end nodes
u and v must be selected as well:

zūv̄
f,uzūv̄

f,v =

�
1, zūv̄

f,uv = 1, ∀u, v∈V , ∀uv∈E , ∀ūv̄∈Ēf ,

0, otherwise.
(13)

We should ensure that each VNF instance m ∈ M can be
only placed on one node as:�

m∈M
ym

u = 1, ∀u ∈ V , (14)

where binary variable ym
u is used to indicate whether VNF

instance m ∈M is placed on node u ∈ V . And ym
u equals 1,

if m ∈M is placed on u ∈ V , and 0 otherwise.
For SFCRf , the path should traverse all the nodes that have

the selected VNF instances:

zūv̄
f,u = 1, if zū

f,mym
u = 1, ∀u ∈ V , ∀ū ∈ V̄f ,

∀ūv̄ ∈ Ēf , ∀m ∈M. (15)

Each VNF request ū of SFCRf can be only served by one
VNF instance, which can be ensured as:�

m∈M
zū

f,mym
u ≤ 1, ∀u ∈ V , ∀ū ∈ V̄f . (16)

As shown in Eq. (17), the objective of our work is to obtain
the path of SFCRf which has the minimum end-to-end delay
and can satisfy all the constraints in Eqs. (8)-(16).

Minimize
zūv̄

f,uv,zūv̄
f,u,zū

f,m

�
uv∈E

�
ūv̄∈Ēf

duvzūv̄
f,uv+

�
u∈V

�
ūv̄∈Ēf

duzūv̄
f,u

+
�

m∈M

�
ū∈V̄f

dmzū
f,m, (17)

s.t. Eqs. (8)− (16).

As we know there exist some algorithms, such as those
shown in [20], [21], proposed to solve Eq. (17). How-
ever, all these rule-based algorithms suffer from massive
iteration and computation to compute routing paths, and
have difficulty in flexibility and scalability. In this paper,
deep learning technology is used to solve this problem.
We use these rule-based algorithms to generate training
data by solving the BIP model. After model training,
we can achieve intelligent routing path computation to replace
rule-based algorithms and efficiently avoid the disadvantages
above.

IV. DEEP LEARNING-BASED TWO-PHASE ALGORITHM

FOR ROUTING PATH COMPUTATION OF SFCRS

In this section, we first give an overview of the proposed
DL-TPA, then show the structures of VNF selection network
and VNF chaining network. After that, we give a description
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Fig. 4. Executing processes of intelligent routing path computation for SFC with DL-TPA.

on how to route the traffic of SFCRs in two phases with
our intelligent approach. Finally, a detailed analysis on the
computation complexity of DL-TPA is presented.

A. Overview of DL-TPA

Our proposed scheme is a deep learning-based two-phase
VNF selection and chaining algorithm for SFCRs. It consists
of two parts: VNF selection network and VNF chaining
network. VNF selection network and VNF chaining network
are both constructed based on DBNs and trained with the
training data generated by running an optimal algorithm.
The optimal algorithm used to generate training data is a
rule-based algorithm based on the idea of graph layering.
However, since it faces the problem of low-efficiency using
the optimal algorithm to solve the BIP model, we propose
DL-TPA, an intelligent algorithm based on deep learning,
to achieve efficient routing path computation for SFCRs. Here,
the optimal algorithm takes charge of the generation of training
data which is used to train the VNF selection network and
VNF chaining network in DL-TPA. The running process of
DL-TPA solves VNF-SCP problem in two phases: 1) select
the optimal VNF instances for SFCRs; 2) compute the paths to
concatenate these selected VNF instances in predefined orders.

In DL-TPA, to achieve routing path computation for SFCRs,
we firstly generate training data using the optimal algorithm,
then train and run deep models, and finally check constraints.
Fig. 4 shows the executing processes of DL-TPA. Here,
the training process of DL-TPA is in lower right of the
figure and the running process is in the upper left. Moreover,
the pink part of Fig. 4 includes the training and running
processes of VNF selection network and the training and
running processes of VNF chaining network are illustrated in
the green part. In the training process of step ➀, a network
simulator is constructed according to physical network and
runs an optimal algorithm to generate training data by solving
the BIP model. In training data, the input data include the
information of SFCRs and network conditions, and the output
data include the corresponding selected VNF instances and

paths. Then, the training data are used to train the VNF
selection network and VNF chaining network. In training
process, the parameters of VNF selection network and VNF
chaining network are optimized to fit training data with both
unsupervised and supervised learning.

As for the running process of DL-TPA in Fig. 4, phase one
including steps ➂-➄ is to select the optimal VNF instances
for SFCRs. Here, step ➁ monitors the network using SDN
controller and gets the information of SFCRs and network
conditions. Next, the information gotten in step ➁ is formatted
in step ➂ and input into VNF selection network to obtain the
optimal VNF instances in steps ➃-➄.

Given predefined orders, phase two including steps ➅-➇
aims to compute the paths to concatenate these selected VNF
instances in phase one. In Fig. 4, step ➅ formats the network
conditions and the selected VNF instances output from VNF
selection network in phase one. These formatted information is
input into VNF chaining network in step ➆. Step ➇ computes
the paths in VNF chaining network by concatenating these
selected VNF instances in predefined orders.

After phase two, step ➈ checks the complete routing paths
with the constraints in Eqs. (8)-(16). If all these constraints
are satisfied, these routing strategies are output in step ➉,
otherwise other candidate routing strategies will be checked
and output. And we reject an SFCR, if there is no feasible
routing strategy obtained to serve it or the iteration times reach
a stopping threshold. Finally, the SDN controller forwards flow
tables to the devices along these complete routing paths to
steer the traffic of SFCRs in step 11�.

B. Structure of VNF Selection Network

For different SFCRs, the VNF requests and pre-defined
orders could be different. We define that all the SFCRs, with
the same type of VNF requests and predefined order, belong
to the same type of SFC service. For example, for two SFCRs
both of which VNF requests and pre-defined orders are: VNFa

→ VNFb, they belong to the same type of SFC services, and
they belong to different SFC service, if their VNF requests or
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TABLE II

SYMBOLS AND VARIABLES OF DL-TPA

pre-defined orders are different. Then, in order to make the
training process convenient and enhance the maintainability,
we build a DBN for each type of SFC service in VNF selection
network. Supposing that there are K types of SFC services
provided to users, DBN k (k = 1, · · · , K) is used to serve
SFC service type k. In this section, we list all the symbols
and variables in Table II.

In DL-TPA, it is important to characterize the input and
output of DBNs in VNF selection network. As the avail-
able resources have influence on choosing the optimal VNF
instances of SFCRs, the available resource ratios of nodes
and links should be considered in the input of VNF selection
network. Moreover, the available resources of VNF instances
also have influence on routing path computation. As each kind
of VNF has multiple instances placed in different network
locations, we use Ω(k) ⊆ M to denote the set of all the
candidates of VNF instances that can probably be used by

SFC service type k, and the available resource ratios of VNF
instances m ∈ Ω(k) are included in the input of VNF selection
network. In addition, users can set up SFCRs anywhere,
and the resource consumption can be different. Therefore,
the ingress and egress nodes and the resource consumptions
of these SFCRs should be included in the input as well. The
output of VNF selection network represents a set of groups of
VNF instances. The output is defined as an one-hot vector,
and each dimension represents a group of VNF instances
that can serve this type of SFC service. Here, we define the
group of VNF instances as VNF instance group. For example,
both {VNF1

a, VNF1
c , VNF1

b , VNF1
d} and {VNF2

a, VNF2
c , VNF2

b ,
VNF2

d} are the VNF instance groups of the SFC service shown
in Fig. 1. In the output, there is only one element that equals 1,
which indicates that this VNF instance group is selected to
serve the SFCR. All the information about the input and output
data are generated by solving the BIP model using the optimal
algorithm. According to the description above, for SFCRf ,
the input and output are defined in Eqs. (18)-(19), where the
vectors of xs,k and �ys,k represent the input and output of the
kth DBN of VNF selection network, respectively (∀uv ∈ E ,
∀u ∈ V , ∀m ∈ Ω(k)).

xs,k = (ging
f , gegr

f , Ψbw∗
f , Ψmem∗

f , Ψcpu∗
f , rbw

uv , . . . ,
(18)

rmem
u , . . . , rcpu

m , . . .)T ,�ys,k = (0, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)T . (19)

Noting that the values of the neurons of DBN are in the
range of [0, 1], we encode u ∈ V based on binary coding. The
binary codes of the ingress and egress nodes of SFCRf are
denoted as ging

f and gegr
f . The length of the binary code q

satisfies 2q−1 ≤ |V| < 2q. For example, in Fig. 1, the ingress
node A and egress node J of SFCRf can be encoded as
ging

f = (0, 0, 0, 1) and gegr
f = (1, 0, 1, 0). The parameters

Ψbw∗
f , Ψmem∗

f , Ψcpu∗
f represent the normalization of resource

consumptions of SFCRf in links, nodes and VNF instances,
respectively. Thus, the dimension of the input xs,k equals
|V|+ |E|+ |Ω(k)|+2q +3. The dimension of �ys,k is obtained
according to the training data. If the number of VNF instance
group that can be used to serve SFC service type k is Ms,k,
the dimension of �ys,k equals Ms,k

Since the normalization of resource consumptions Ψbw∗
f ,

Ψmem∗
f , Ψcpu∗

f and available resource ratios rbw
uv , rmem

u , rcpu
m

are all continuous values, we replace the binary RBM1 pre-
sented in Fig. 2 by real-valued neurons. Here, the Gaussian
distribution is used to model the RBM1 that consists of the
input layer and the first hidden layer of a DBN. Then, for
RBM1, the conditional probability distribution in Eq. (4) is
revised as:

P (vi = 1|h) = N

⎛⎝ai + σi

Nh�
j=1

wjihj , σ
2
i

⎞⎠ , (20)

where σi is the standard deviation of vi, and N(μ, σ2) is
Gaussian distribution.

Fig. 5 shows the structure of VNF selection network. The
data formation layer aims to produce the input data xs,k based
on raw data. A softmax layer, which is always used to map
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Fig. 5. Structure of VNF selection network.

the values of neurons to a probability distribution, is set as the
top layer of each DBN so as to perform supervised fine-tuning
process on the whole deep model. To obtain the selected VNF
instance group in VNF selection network, first, we get the
output of the Lth layer of DBN k, βL

s,k, which represents
the probability distributions of all the VNF instance groups
with input data xs,k. Then, �ys,k can be obtained by setting
the element with the maximum probability in βL

s,k as 1. After
that, the VNF instance group whose corresponding value is 1
is output as the optimal solution to serve this SFCR.

C. Structure of VNF Chaining Network

After the process of VNF selection network, the VNF
instance group of SFCRf can be selected. In this paper,
we use a tuple {s1, s2, . . .} to represent the ingress node,
egress node and all the nodes that hold the selected VNF
instances. The number of elements in the tuple equals |V̄f |.
In the tuple, all the elements are arranged as the specified order
of SFCRf . For example, in Fig. 1, there are six elements in
the tuple of SFCRf . s1 and s6 represent the ingress node A
and egress node J , respectively. Assuming that VNF selection
network chooses the VNF instance group {VNF1

a, VNF1
c ,

VNF1
b , VNF1

d} to serve SFCRf , the parameters s2, s3, s4, and
s5, respectively, represent the nodes B, D, D, F where these
four VNF instances are placed.

The input of VNF chaining network includes the starting
and ending points of a path, the bandwidth and memory
consumptions and available resource ratios of links and nodes.
As for SFCRf in Fig. 1, five paths are needed to be produced
to chain the ingress and egress nodes and the selected VNF
instances in predefined order. Supposing that the optimal VNF
instance group output from VNF selection network is {VNF1

a,
VNF1

c , VNF1
b , VNF1

d} (green dotted lines in Fig. 1) which
are placed on nodes B, D, D, F , respectively, the starting and
ending points of these five paths are (A, B), (B, D), (D, D),
(D, F ) and (F, J). If the optimal paths with these five pairs
of starting and ending points can be obtained, SFCRf can be
served in the network.

The output of VNF chaining network represents a path set.
It is also a one-hot vector where each element represents a path
and there is only one element that equals 1. The path of which
value in the output is 1 is chosen to chain the corresponding

Fig. 6. Structure of VNF chaining network.

starting and ending points. For example, in Fig. 1, D → F and
D → E → G → F represent two paths connecting (D, F ),
and they are included in the path set. In the output of VNF
chaining network, if the value of the former path equals 1,
the path D → F will be selected to steer the traffic of this
SFCR. In Eq. (21) and Eq. (22), we denote the input and output
of VNF chaining network as vectors xc and �yc, respectively
(p = 1, 2, . . . , |Ēf |, ∀uv ∈ E , ∀u ∈ V):

xc =
�
g

sp

f , g
sp+1
f , Ψbw∗

f , Ψmem∗
f , rbw

uv , . . . , rmem
u , . . .

�T

, (21)

�yc = (0, 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0)T , (22)

where g
sp

f and g
sp+1
f represent the binary codes of the starting

and ending points (sp, sp+1) of SFCRf , p = 1, 2, . . . |Ēf |. The
dimension of xc equals |V|+|E|+2q+2. The dimension of �yc

is obtained from the training data. If there are Mc paths used
to chain the ingress nodes, egress nodes and selected VNF
instances of SFCRs, the dimension of �yc is Mc.

VNF chaining network is a DBN with a softmax layer
on the top. As the normalization of resource consumptions
Ψbw∗

f and Ψmem∗
f and available resource ratios rbw

uv and rmem
u

are continuous values, the RBM1 that consists of the input
layer and first hidden layer of VNF chaining network is
modeled with Gaussian distribution. Its conditional probability
distribution is the same as Eq. (20).

Fig. 6 shows the structure of VNF chaining network. The
data extraction layer takes charge of collecting the input
data in xs,k and �ys,k, and produces input data xc. The
output of softmax layer is denoted as βL

c and it indicates
the probability distribution of the path set based on xc.
The parameter �yc indicates the path chosen to chain the
starting and ending points (gsp

f , g
sp+1
f ) in xc, which is

obtained by setting the element with the maximum probability
in βL

c as 1.

D. Training Algorithm

In the training process of VNF selection network, we train a
DBN for each type of SFC service. For VNF chaining network,
we train a DBN model to achieve the path prediction. The
training algorithm for a DBN is separated into two steps:
firstly, we pre-train one RBM of a DBN each time with
fast greedy layer-wise unsupervised learning algorithm. In this
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step, the hidden neurons of a well trained RBM are used as
the input of the next RBM. Secondly, the back-propagation
algorithm is used to fine-tune the whole network.

The graph layering approach [20], [21] is used to generate
the optimal paths of SFCRs. Then, the VNF instance group set
can be obtained as the training data of VNF selection network,
and we can also get the path set as the training data of VNF
chaining network.

The supervised fine-tuning process aims to minimize the
difference between the prediction and the labeled output. For
each DBN of VNF selection network and VNF chaining
network, the cross-entropy cost function with regularization
penalty, as shown in Eq. (23), where the DBN model is
denoted as θdbn, is used to describe the difference and avoid
overfitting. The parameter βL represents the output of softmax
layer (in kth DBN of VNF selection network, βL = βL

s,k; in
the DBN of VNF chaining network, βL = βL

c ), and wl
ji

indicates the weight between neuron j in layer l and neuron i
in layer l − 1. Nl denotes the number of neurons in layer l.
x and y represent labeled input and output data. Nx indicates
the total number of training data items and λ is a weighted
parameter to control the two parts.

J
�
θdbn

�
= − 1

Nx

�
x

ylogβL+
λ

2

L�
l=2

Nl�
j=1

Nl−1�
i=1

	
wl

ji


2
. (23)

In fine-tuning process, we use ϕl
j to represent the weighted

input of neuron j in layer l:

ϕl
j =

Nl−1�
i=1

wl
jiβ

l−1
i + γl

j , l = 2, . . . , L. (24)

where γl
j stands for the bias of neuron j of layer l and βl−1

i

denotes the value of ith neuron of βl−1.
Then, we use δl

j to define the error of neuron j in layer l

which can be used to optimize θdbn in back-propagation
algorithm. Eq. (25) shows the computation of δl

j , where
sigm�(·) indicates the first derivative of sigmoid activation
function and yj means the value of jth dimension of y.

δl
j =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
1

Nx

�
x

	
βL

j − yj



, l = L,

Nl�
i=1

wl+1
ji δl+1

i sigm� 	ϕl
j



, otherwise.

(25)

Given Eqs. (24)-(25), we can update the parameters
of θdbn with the partial derivatives ∂J

�
θdbn

�
/∂wl

ji and

∂J
�
θdbn

�
/∂γl

j based on Eq. (26) and Eq. (27), respectively.

∂J
�
θdbn

�
∂wl

ji

= βl−1
i δl

j + λwl
ji, (26)

∂J
�
θdbn

�
∂γl

j

= δl
j . (27)

The pseudo-code of training algorithms of DL-TPA is given
in Algorithms 1-4. In Algorithm 1, firstly, training data
are generated for VNF selection network and VNF chaining

Algorithm 1 Training Algorithm of DL-TPA

Input: Learning rates: ηrbm, ηbp.
Output: VNF selection network: {θdbn

s,k |k = 1, . . . , K};
VNF chaining network: θdbn

c .
1: (Xs,k,Ys,k), (Xc,Yc) ← Generate training data with an

optimal algorithm;
2: for k = 1, . . . , K do
3: θdbn

s,k ← TrainDBN((Xs,k,Ys,k), θdbn
s,k , ηrbm, ηbp);

4: end for
5: θdbn

c ← TrainDBN((Xc,Yc), θdbn
c , ηrbm, ηbp);

6: return {θdbn
s,k |k = 1, . . . , K}, θdbn

c ;

Algorithm 2 TrainDBN
Input: Training data: (X ,Y);

Learning rates: ηrbm, ηbp.
Output: DBN: θdbn.
1: L ← Get the number of layers of DBN;
2: for l = 1, . . . , L− 2 do
3: Nv, Nh ← Get the number of neurons of the lth and

(l + 1)th layers, respectively;
4: θdbn ← PreTrainRBM(X , Nv, Nh, ηrbm);
5: end for
6: θdbn ← FineTuneDBN((X ,Y), θdbn, ηbp);
7: return θdbn;

network in line 1, and recorded in (Xs,k,Ys,k) and (Xc,Yc),
respectively. Then, we train a DBN model for each type of
SFC service in VNF selection network in lines 2-4 of Algo-
rithm 1. Next, VNF chaining network is trained in line 5 of
Algorithm 1. In the training process of DBN in Algorithm 2,
lines 1-5 pre-train one RBM of a DBN each time. During
the pre-training of RBM, first, we initialize related parameters
in lines 1-3 of Algorithm 3. Then, fast greedy layer-wise
unsupervised learning algorithm is used to train this RBM
in lines 4-18 of Algorithm 3, where x(n) stands for the
nth item of labeled input data. After that, back-propagation
algorithm is executed to fine-tune the whole DBN in line 6 of
Algorithm 2, and ηbp denotes its learning rate. Algorithm 4
presents fine-tuning process. After the initialization of related
parameters in lines 1-3 of Algorithm 4, the feedforward is
performed in lines 4-20, where x

(n)
j denotes the jth dimension

of x(n). Then, the backpropagation is applied to optimize the
parameters of DBN in lines 21-29 of Algorithm 4.

E. Running Algorithm

In the running process, we first obtain the optimal VNF
instance group from VNF selection network in the first phase,
then get the paths to chain ingress node, egress node and those
selected VNF instances using the VNF chaining network in
the second phase.

The pseudo-code of the running process of DL-TPA is
presented in Algorithm 5. Lines 1-5 of Algorithm 5 initialize
related parameters and get the optimal VNF instance group.
Then, in lines 6-10 of Algorithm 5, we compute the optimal
paths between the adjacent nodes in {s1, s2, . . .} in VNF
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Algorithm 3 PreTrainRBM
Input: Training Data: X ;

The number of neurons of v and h: Nv, Nh;
Learning rate: ηrbm.

Output: w= {wji|i = 1, . . . , Nv, j = 1, . . . , Nh};
a= {ai|i = 1, . . . , Nv};
b= {bj|j = 1, . . . , Nh}.

1: for i = 1, . . . , Nv, j = 1, . . . , Nh do
2: Initialize ai, bj , wji with small values randomly;
3: end for
4: repeat
5: Select training batch from X ;
6: for n = 1, . . . , Nx do
7: v0 ← x(n);
8: Sample h0j ∼ P (hj |v0) for j = 1, . . . , Nh;
9: Sample v1i ∼ P (vi|h0) for i = 1, . . . , Nv;

10: Sample h1j ∼ P (hj |v1) for j = 1, . . . , Nh;
11: for i = 1, . . . , Nv, j = 1, . . . , Nh do

12: ai ← ai +
ηrbm

Nx
(v0i − v1i);

13: bj ← bj +
ηrbm

Nx
[P (h0j = 1|v0)− P (h1j = 1|v1)];

14: wji←wji+
ηrbm

Nx
[P (h0j=1|v0)v0i−P (h1j=1|v1)v1i];

15: end for
16: end for
17: until Convergency;
18: return w, a, b;

chaining network. After that, in lines 11-18 of Algorithm 5,
we obtain the complete routing path Φ, and if Φ satisfies all
the constraints in Eqs. (8)-(16), it is output to steer the traffic
of SFCRf . Otherwise, in line 15 of Algorithm 5, we iterate
and check other routing paths to recompute Φ. We stop the
running process of DL-TPA until there is no feasible routing
path or the iteration times reach a stopping threshold.

F. Solution Space Optimization

In VNF selection network and VNF chaining network,
output layers can be custom-made based on the information of
SFCRs to optimize solution space sizes. With solution space
optimization, it is helpful to enhance the predication accuracy
and reduce the computation complexity.

In NFV environment, there exist many VNF instance groups
that satisfy the predefined order of an SFCR. For example,
in Fig. 1, there are respectively three VNF instances of VNFa,
VNFc and VNFd and four VNF instances of VNFb. Therefore,
there are 3 × 3 × 4 × 3 = 108 VNF instance groups that
can serve the SFCR in Fig. 1. Nevertheless, only some of
these VNF instance groups can serve as the optimal solutions.
Moreover, during the training process, a series of discrete net-
work conditions are sampled to train VNF selection network.
Discrete training data cannot cover all the network conditions,
which may lead to unreasonable solutions and the reduction
of prediction accuracy. In order to solve these problems,
we define a feasible VNF instance group set Ss,k for xs,k,
and each VNF instance group in Ss,k represents the optimal

Algorithm 4 FineTuneDBN

Input: Training data: (X ,Y);
Learning rate: ηbp.

Output: w = {wl
ji|i=1, . . . , Nl−1, j=1, . . . , Nl, l=2, . . . , L};

γ = {γl
j|j = 1, . . . , Nl, l = 2, . . . , L}.

1: for i = 1, . . . , Nl−1, j = 1, . . . , Nl, l = 2, . . . , L do
2: Initialize wl

ji, γ
l
j with small values randomly;

3: end for
4: repeat
5: Select training batch from (X ,Y);
6: for n = 1, . . . , Nx do
7: for j = 1, . . . , N1 do
8: β1

j ← x
(n)
j ;

9: end for
10: for l = 2, . . . , L do
11: for j = 1, . . . , Nl do
12: ϕl

j ←
�Nl−1

i=1 wl
jiβ

l−1
i + γl

j ;
13: if l ≤ L− 1 then
14: βl

j ← sigm
	
ϕl

j



;

15: else
16: βl

j ← softmax
	
ϕl

j



;

17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: end for
21: for l = L, . . . , 2 do
22: for j = 1, . . . , Nl do

23: γl
j ← γl

j −
ηbp

Nx
δl
j ;

24: for i = 1, . . . , Nl−1 do

25: wl
ji ← wl

ji −
ηbp

Nx

	
βl−1

i δl
j + λwl

ji



;

26: end for
27: end for
28: end for
29: until Convergency
30: return w, γ;

solution of xs,k in some network condition. If the information
of SFCRf is input as xs,k, we can get the corresponding Ss,k

by counting all the optimal VNF instance groups based on
ging

f and gegr
f from the training data.

Additionally, feasible path set is defined in VNF chaining
network to avoid infeasible routing paths and reduce solution
space size. In VNF chaining network, the pairs of starting
and ending points determines the feasible paths of an SFCR.
For example, if a pair of starting and ending points (A, B)
is waiting to be chained, only the paths with starting point
A and ending point B are feasible for this request. Then,
we define the feasible path set Sc to include the paths
with the same starting and ending points of xc, and it can
be counted according to the training data as well. For the
SFCR in Fig. 1, if VNF1

a and VNF1
c placed in B and D,

respectively, are selected to be traversed by VNF selection
network, Sc represents the paths with the same pair of starting
and ending points (B, D).
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Algorithm 5 Running Algorithm of DL-TPA

Input: VNF selection network: {θdbn
s,k |k = 1, . . . , K};

VNF chaining network: θdbn
c ;

Available resource ratios: rbw
uv , rmem

u , rcpu
m ;

Service function graph: Ḡf =
	V̄f , Ēf



;

Parameters of SFCRf : Ψbw∗
f , Ψmem∗

f , Ψcpu∗
f , Ψtd

f .
Output: Complete routing path of SFCRf : Φ.
1: Initialize routing path Φ← ∅, maximum iteration times Π

and current iteration times π ← 1;
2: k ← Get the type of SFCRf ;
3: xs,k ←Produce xs,k based on rbw

uv , rmem
u , rcpu

m , Ψbw∗
f ,

Ψmem∗
f , Ψcpu∗

f , Ḡf ;
4: �ys,k ← Input xs,k into θdbn

s,k ;
5: Obtain {s1, s2, . . . .} of SFCRf ;
6: for p = 1, . . . , |Ēf | do
7: xc ← Produce xc based on rbw

uv , rmem
u , Ψbw∗

f , Ψmem∗
f ,

sp, sp+1;
8: �yc ← Input xc into θdbn

c ;
9: Φ[p] ← Obtain the optimal path between sp and sp+1

from �yc;
10: end for
11: repeat
12: if Φ satisfies all the constraints then
13: return Φ;
14: else
15: Φ ← Iterate and recompute Φ;
16: π ← π + 1;
17: end if
18: until π > Π;
19: return Rejected;

Let Ns and Nc represent the number of hidden neurons
per hidden layer of a DBN in VNF selection network and
VNF chaining network, respectively. Given the description
above, assuming that SFCRf belongs to the kth type of SFC
service and there exist Ms,k � |Ss,k| and Mc � |Sc|,
then the computation complexity of the forward pass between
the last hidden layer and the output layer can be reduced
from O(NsMs,k + Nc|Ēf |Mc) to O(Ns|Ss,k| + Nc|Ēf ||Sc|).
Therefore, given the definition of feasible VNF instance group
set and feasible path set, we can optimize the solution space
size of VNF selection network and VNF chaining network
based on the information of SFCRs, and make the training
and running processes more effectively.

G. Complexity Analysis

The training process of DL-TPA runs off-line, and its
computation complexity is proportional to the size of training
data and training period. After off-line training, we can achieve
intelligently routing path computation of SFCRs with trained
models instead of running rule-based algorithms to solve the
BIP model with massive iterations and computations. And we
can make DL-TPA adapt to the changes of network topology
(e.g., add a node or remove a link) by generating new training
data to update the VNF selection network and VNF chaining
network.

In the feedforward of the running process of DL-TPA,
the computation complexity is mainly related to the size of
DBN models. We assume that the structure of the input and
hidden layers are the same in all the DBNs of VNF selection
network, and the DBN of VNF chaining network is also the
same. Here, we use Ls and Lc to represent the numbers of
hidden layers of the DBN in VNF selection network and VNF
chaining network, respectively. In VNF selection network,
computing the optimal VNF instance group of an SFCR runs
in O(Ns(|V|+ |E|+ |Ω(k)|+ 2q + LsNs + |Ss,k|)). In VNF
chaining network, the computation complexity of chaining
these selected VNF instances is O(Nc|Ēf |(|V| + |E| + 2q +
LcNc + |Sc|)). Since checking constraints runs in O(1) and q
is a small value that equals �log2|V|, in the running process
of DL-TPA, the total computation complexity of routing path
computation for an SFCR is O(Ns(|V|+|E|+|Ω(k)|+LsNs+
|Ss,k|) + Nc|Ēf |(|V|+ |E|+ LcNc + |Sc|)).

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section depicts the performance evaluation of DL-TPA
in SDN/NFV-enabled networks. Both the VNF selection
network and VNF chaining network are trained with
Tensorflow-gpu 1.4 version [22]. We evaluated our approach
on a computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU
3.60 @ GHz and a Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU.

A. Simulation Settings

In the simulation, the network topology that we use is a US
carrier network [34], which consists of 60 nodes and 77 links.
In the network, 10 nodes are selected as function nodes to
place VNF instances and the other nodes are served as access
nodes. There are 5 types of VNFs, and each function node
is placed with 3-5 types of VNF instances. There are 5 types
of SFC services, and SFCRs are randomly produced in access
nodes. The bandwidth of each link is 3.5 Gbps. The memory
capacities and CPU capacities of each node and VNF instance
are 5 GB and 2000 MIPS, respectively [5]. For each SFCR,
the traffic needs to traverse 3 types of VNFs before reaching
the egress node. The resource consumptions of each SFCR in
links, nodes and VNF instances are set as numbers randomly
between (0, 10]. The maximum tolerable delay is set randomly
from 50-100 ms [27]. The delays in links, nodes and VNF
instances (denoted as duv, du and dm) are computed according
to Eqs. (28)-(30) [21], respectively.

duv = dprop
uv + dtx

uv +
1− rbw

uv

rbw
uv

dtx
uv, ∀uv ∈ E , (28)

du =
1− rmem

u

rmem
u

tproc
u , ∀u ∈ V , (29)

dm =
1− rcpu

m

rcpu
m

tproc
m , ∀m ∈M. (30)

In Eq. (28), the first part dprop
uv indicates the propagation

delay of link uv ∈ E which is computed by the ratio of
the length of link uv to the propagation speed of signals
in that medium. The second and third parts represent the
transmission delay and queuing delay. The transmission delay
dtx

uv is computed by dividing the bandwidth capacity of link
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uv with the packet size. The queening delay is related to
the load conditions and transmission delay. Eqs. (29)-(30)
mean the processing delay in node u ∈ V and VNF instance
m ∈M. The parameters tproc

u and tproc
m are set as 10 μs and

1000 μs [35], which denote the per-packet processing time in
node u ∈ V and VNF instance m ∈ M, respectively.

Note that, in the ideal case, the deep models should be
trained based on published training data collected in a practical
SDN/NFV-enabled environment. However, since SFC is a new
service paradigm in the network, there are no such published
training data currently available for us. Thus, we generate
the training data referring to existing literatures [4], [27].
In the simulation, we construct a network simulator to generate
training data and a SDN/NFV-enabled environment to evaluate
the performance of DL-TPA. They are constructed indepen-
dently, but their parameter settings are the same according to
this subsection. As for the training data, first, we generate
a set of SFCRs with the parameter settings above and get
the optimal solution of each SFCR one by one by running an
optimal algorithm named as graph layering algorithm until the
available resources of network simulator is exhausted. Then,
we remove all the SFCRs of previous set in the network
simulator and repeat the previous steps until we collect enough
training data. In the network simulator, a training data set
consisting of about 2 × 107 items is generated to train each
DBN in VNF selection network and VNF chaining network,
respectively. And we also generate a testing data set including
about 105 items to evaluate the performance of DL-TPA in
the SDN/NFV-enabled environment. Moreover, for each DBN
of VNF selection network, there are three hidden layers and
each hidden layer has forty hidden neurons. For the DBN of
VNF chaining network, it includes two hidden layers and each
hidden layer has eighty hidden neurons.

Since the training data are generated with an optimal
algorithm, the more likely the prediction results of DL-TPA
and the optimal solution are, the shorter the end-to-end delays
of SFCRs in Eq. (17) are obtained. Therefore, the accuracy is
used as a performance indicator of DL-TPA. In VNF selection
network and VNF chaining network, the accuracy of a DBN
model is defined as follows:

ACC =
1

Nx

�
x

I(y = �y), (31)

where �y denotes the prediction result based on input x, and
y indicates the labeled output. Nx stands for the total number
of items of training data. I(·) is an indicator function. If the
condition of I(·) is satisfied, it equals 1, and 0 otherwise.
In addition, the epoch for the training of DBN is set as 2000,
and each simulation is repeated for 10 times. λ in Eq. (23) is
set as 10−4. All other parameters in the training process that
we set are according to [36].

B. Introduction of Compared Algorithms

In the simulation, we compare DL-TPA with graph layering
algorithm [20], [21] and Eigendecomposition [13]. Graph
layering algorithm is used as the optimal algorithm to gen-
erate training data. Eigendecomposition is a typical heuris-
tic algorithm. And we aim to prove that DL-TPA can get

near-optimal performance and perform more efficiently than
typical heuristic algorithm. Before the introduction of the
simulation, we give a brief description to these compared
algorithms:

• Optimal: Delay is considered as the weight of each
link. First, the optimal algorithm generates a layered
graph that consists of serval copies of original network
topologies, and the adjacent copies of layered graph are
connected to satisfy the predefined order of an SFCR.
Then the Dijkstra algorithm is executed in layered graph
to compute the path with the minimum end-to-end delay
for each SFCR.

• Eigendecomposition: The Umeyama’s eigendecomposi-
tion approach is adopted and extended to achieve the
optimal matching of an SFCR in network topology. First,
Eigendecomposition generates an adjacent matrix for net-
work topology using the widest-shortest path to calculate
the weight of each element. An adjacent matrix is also
generated for each SFCR according to its demand of
resource consumption. Next, Eigendecomposition extends
the adjacent matrix of SFCR to be with the same size
of the network’s. Then, the eigenvector matrixes of
the two adjacent matrixes are computed. Afterwards,
Eigendecomposition computes the conjugate matrixes for
both eigenvector matrixes, respectively, and multiplies
them together. Finally, Eigendecomposition constructs the
routing path for an SFCR by choosing the locations with
the maximum value in each row of the product.

C. Simulation Results

1) Prediction Accuracy: Fig. 7(a) shows the prediction
accuracy of VNF selection network and VNF chaining net-
work. In the figure, the average prediction accuracy of VNF
selection network is about 82.8%, and is about 98.7% for VNF
chaining network. As there are five different types of SFC ser-
vices, the VNF selection network consists of five DBNs. The
prediction accuracy of DBNs in the VNF selection network are
82.5%, 84.6%, 83.2%, 82.7%, and 81.1%, respectively. The
reason why the prediction accuracy of VNF selection network
is lower than that of the VNF chaining network is because
the resource consumption in the VNF instances leads to more
increment of delay [35]. Thus, VNF selection network needs
to do more complex decisions to make the optimal selection
of VNF instances in multi-instance environment.

2) Comparison of Time Efficiency: Fig. 7(b) presents the
execution time of three algorithms with 1000 SFCRs. Accord-
ing to the shown results, the optimal algorithm leads to the
longest time consumption, which is about 3200 ms. Eigende-
composition costs about 1600 ms. DL-TPA performs the best,
which leads to about 8× speed-up than Eigendecomposition
and about 16× speed-up than the optimal algorithm (VNF
selection network spends about 80 ms, and VNF chaining
network accounts for about 140 ms).

Fig. 7(c) illustrates the response time under different SFCR
arrival rates, and we count the response delay of SFCRs
within 1000 ms period. The response delay indicates the time
between the arrival of an SFCR and its routing path being
obtained. So, the lower the response delay is, the higher time
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Fig. 7. Prediction accuracy of DL-TPA and the comparison of time efficiency (with 95% confidence intervals).

Fig. 8. Comparison of average SFCR acceptance ratio, throughput and CDF of end-to-end delay (with 95% confidence intervals).

efficiency the routing algorithm is. In the figure, with the
increment of SFCR arrival rates, the response delay of the
optimal algorithm grows much faster than that of Eigende-
composition and DL-TPA. The response delay of Eigende-
composition grows sharply, when the arrival rate is bigger
than 600 SFCRs/s. Compared with the optimal and Eigen-
decomposition algorithms, the response delay of DL-TPA is
very low, which is only about 0.47 ms. Also, the response
delay of DL-TPA changes slow with the increment of arrival
rate from 200 SFCRs/s to 800 SFCRs/s. When the arrival
rate is 800 SFCRs/s, the response delay of DL-TPA is about
1600× and 200× lower than that of the optimal algorithm and
Eigendecomposition, respectively.

3) Comparison of Average SFCR Acceptance Ratio,
Throughput and CDF of End-to-End Delay: Fig. 8(a)
illustrates the average SFCR acceptance ratios of three algo-
rithms. Average SFCR acceptance ratio reflects the SFCRs
successfully served in the network accounting for the total
ones. Due to effective feature extraction and learning, DL-TPA
yields near optimal performance. When about 3200 SFCRs are
served in the network, the average SFCR acceptance ratios
of the optimal algorithm and DL-TPA start to decline, while
the performance of Eigendecomposition declines after serving
about 2300 SFCRs. The average SFCR acceptance ratio of
Eigendecomposition is about 20% lower than that of the
optimal algorithm and DL-TPA. This is because Eigendecom-
position could not ensure to get the optimal VNF instances

and routing paths for SFCRs. Moreover, the widest-shortest
routing algorithm is used in Eigendecomposition to avoid
bottleneck, which leads to longer routing paths and more
resource consumption during the routing path computation.

Fig. 8(b) shows the average throughput of these three
algorithms. Throughput indicates the total bandwidth con-
sumption of SFCRs successfully served in the network. In this
simulation, the optimal algorithm and DL-TPA get the highest
performance, where the throughput of Eigendecomposition is
about 5 Gbps lower than that of the other two algorithms.

The CDF of end-to-end delay is presented in Fig. 8(c).
The end-to-end delay reflects the total delay of the routing
paths of SFCRs. In this simulation, the optimal algorithm gets
the highest performance. Due to efficient VNF selection and
chaining, DL-TPA can provide near optimal result. The delay
distributions between 0-20 ms are about 75% for the optimal
algorithm and DL-TPA, which is only about 60% for Eigen-
decomposition. As stated before, Eigendecomposition cannot
ensure to obtain the optimal solutions and the widest-shortest
routing algorithm is used to avoid network bottleneck. Thus,
longer routing paths of SFCRs will be produced, which incurs
longer end-to-end delay. Furthermore, given simulated results,
we can get that DL-TPA can serve SFCRs with low-delay
demands.

4) Comparison of Average Utilizations in Nodes, Links
and VNF Instances: We show average resource utilizations
in Fig. 9. The optimal algorithm obtains the best performance.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of average utilizations in nodes, links and VNF instances (with 95% confidence intervals).

Fig. 10. Comparison of average SFCR acceptance ratio, CDF of end-to-end delay and execution time vs batch size of SFCR (with 95% confidence intervals).

DL-TPA gets approximate performance of the optimal results,
and the performance of Eigendecomposition is the worst.
In Fig. 9(a)-9(b), due to longer routing paths and more
resource consumption, Eigendecomposition needs to consume
more resources than the optimal and DL-TPA, when receiving
an equal number of SFCRs. So, with the number of arrival
SFCRs between 0 and 3000, the resource utilizations of
Eigendecompositionin in Fig. 9(a)-9(b) are higher than other
two algorithms’. In Fig. 9(a)-9(c), compared with Eigende-
composition, the optimal and DL-TPA get about 5% higher
performance in average resource utilizations of links and
nodes, however the performance enhancement of them is about
18% in VNF utilization ratio, when the number of arrival
SFCRs is more than 4000. Given this phenomenon, we can get
that it is because the resource exhaustion in nodes and links
that leads to the performance decline of Eigendecomposition.

5) Comparison of Average SFCR Acceptance Ratio, CDF
of End-to-End Delay and Execution Time Under Different
SFCR Batch Sizes: In the simulations above, the network
conditions are collected in real time to make DL-TPA output
the optimal strategies. However, collecting the network con-
ditions in real time leads to frequent signaling interactions
between control plane and data plane, which burdens the
SDN controller with more load. Moreover, in deep learning,
it is available to process samples in batches due to software
performance optimization and GPU acceleration. So, routing
SFCR one at each time reduces the execution efficiency

of deep learning network, and it is not effective to deal
with tremendous growth of network traffic. Then, in Fig. 10,
we collect the network conditions periodically, and evaluate
the performance of DL-TPA under different SFCR batch sizes
in the simulations below.

Fig. 10(a) shows the average SFCR acceptance ratio of
DL-TPA under different SFCR batch sizes. With the incre-
ment of SFCR batch size, the average acceptance ratio
with 2000-4500 arrival SFCRs declines fast. This is because
increasing the SFCR batch size leads to bigger changes
in network conditions. Therefore, the network congestion
is aggravated, because of imprecise evaluation of network
conditions.

Fig. 10(b) describes the CDF of end-to-end delay under
different SFCR batches. In the figure, the larger the SFCR
batch size is, the longer end-to-end delay the paths of SFCRs
have. For example, when the SFCR batch size is 200, the pro-
portion of SFCRs with end-to-end delay being shorter than
20 ms is about 77%, and this proportion declines to 75%, when
the SFCR batch size is 1000. As stated in Fig. 10(a), large
SFCR batch size results in imprecise evaluation of network
conditions. The imprecise evaluation of network conditions
aggravates network congestion which leads to lengthening the
end-to-end delay of SFCRs.

The average execution time is evaluated with 1000 SFCRs
under different SFCR batch sizes. In this simulation, when
dealing with SFCR one at each time (batch size equals 1),
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the execution time is about 220 ms (VNF selection net-
work accounts for about 80 ms and VNF chaining network
spends about 140 ms). When the SFCR batch size is 200,
the execution time of DL-TPA is about 12 ms (VNF selection
network accounts for about 5 ms and VNF chaining network
accounts for about 7 ms). When the SFCR batch size becomes
1000, the execution time with 1000 SFCRs declines to about
4 ms (VNF selection network accounts for about 1 ms and
VNF chaining network spends about 3 ms). Combined with
Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b), we can get a good tradeoff between
the network performance (e.g., average SFCR acceptance ratio
and end-to-end delay) and the execution time of DL-TPA with
SFCR batch size of no larger than 200.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, to achieve efficient routing path computation
of SFCRs, we studied VNF-SCP in SDN/NFV-enabled net-
works. This problem was formulated as a BIP model aiming to
minimize the end-to-end delay for each SFCR. Then, a novel
two-phase VNF selection and chaining algorithm based on
deep learning technology, DL-TPA, was proposed to solve
VNF-SCP. In DL-TPA, VNF selection network and VNF
chaining network were designed to achieve the optimal selec-
tion and chaining of VNF instances. In addition, feasible VNF
instance group set and path set were defined to reduce solution
space sizes of VNF selection network and VNF chaining
network, respectively. Performance evaluation showed that
DL-TPA can get high prediction accuracy of optimal paths
for SFCRs and high network performance in terms of SFCR
acceptance ratio, throughput, end-to-end delay and resource
utilization. Also, DL-TPA can significantly enhance the time
efficiency of routing path computation for SFCR compared
with existing rule-based algorithms.

In the future work, we intend to extend our work in a
number of ways. We plan to implement the DL-TPA in a real
SDN/NFV-enabled network and conduct more comprehensive
performance evaluation. We plan to further improve the scal-
ability and feasibility of DL-TPA to make it adaptable to
different types of network topologies simultaneously. We also
plan to study the resource allocation in SDN/NFV-enabled
networks with deep learning technology in the future.
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